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Vision Zero: a (new) paradigm to tackle the burden of traffic injuries 

Road Safety: a real public health problem

In Canada (36 million people), per year:

+/- 1800 fatalities

+/- 10000 serious injuries

+/- 160 000 injuries (all type)

Primary cause of death for children 1-17 years old



Twitter as an indicator for current events

• A microblogging platform (280 characters)

• 313 million users

•500 million tweets per day

Used in transportation research:

• evaluate public transit rider satisfaction

• estimate travel demand (geotagged tweets)

•learn about bicycle commuting



Research Question and Objectives

How is #VisionZero used on Twitter?

1) Whose voices are represented and in what context 

(i.e. who is influential?)?

2) What are the main themes represented in the 

conversation and are they related to Vision Zero 

principles?

3) What is the “sentiment” (positive or negative) of these 

tweets?



Methods
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Data collection and 

Geographic identification of tweets

• Twitter Search API using TAGS v.6.1
– 1 month of data collection (4 June to 4 July 2018)

– Query: “#visionzero” OR “vision zero” OR “#zerovision”

• Identification of Canadian tweets by
– User location (if stated) in Canada

– Mention of a Canadian place name in tweet

– Subgroup by cities and provinces



Creation of indicators and analysis

• Network of users
– R-package graphTweets to create graphs

– Network visualization (including manual labeling)

• Word frequency and association
– R-package TidyText (English only)

• Vision Zero content
– Keywords for each of the 5 principles

– Tweet counts

• Sentiment analysis
– Bing sentiment library (based on online consumer reviews)

– Most common word and phrase counts



Key findings
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Database: many many tweets!

• 30 145 tweets

• 29% original message

• 71% retweets

• 14 306 Canadian tweets

• 47% of the total

• 75% retweets
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Database: many many tweets!



Network of users: who is tweeting from where?



Network of users: who is tweeting from where?



Network of users: who is tweeting from where?



Network of users: the Canadian landscape



Network of users: the Canadian landscape



Network of users: the Canadian landscape



Network of users: the Canadian landscape



Words frequency: Most frequent trigrams
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Vision Zero Principles and keywords

Principles Related Keywords

1. Road traffic collisions are preventable and no loss of life

is acceptable, which is why we should target zero deaths

on roads

Preventable, target

Loss of life, death

2. Humans make mistakes, the road system should be

forgiving

Mistakes

Forgiving

3. Responsibility should be shared by all actors to make

the system safe: from decision-makers and designers to

road users

Shared responsibility

Stakeholders: city, police, engineers 

Road users: drivers, pedestrians, 

cyclists

4. Above individual behaviors and accident-prone locations,

there is a need for a system approach in road safety
System approach

5. Speed is the fundamental factor in crash severity

Speed

Severity

Injuries



Words frequency and association: what about the 

Vision Zero principles in Canada?

	

1: preventable

2: design for mistakes

3: shared responsibility

4: system approach

5: speed is an issue



Sentiment analysis: when positive terms become

negative...

	



Takeaways
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Twitter and road safety strategy: a double-edged sword?

• The most popular tweet is not always the most relevant one.

• “Striking events” (such as crashes and deaths, mostly bikes and peds) are 

taking a lot of the Twitter space.

• Negative comments from random citizens while officials are not present.

• Only a few people drive the conversation, while Vision Zero needs a 

population-wide approval to move forward.

• Professionals (planners, engineers, public health officials) and leaders 

(mayors, city councillors, MPs,etc.) might benefit from such a platform (i.e. 

media presence).
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Thanks! QUESTIONS?

marie-soleil.cloutier@ucs.inrs.ca 

Special thanks to Dr. Meghan Winters (SFU) and Dr. Trisalyn Nelson 

(ASU) for introducing the authors to each other!


